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Keeley Compressor

you the tone or effect you are looking for. Make sure to unplug this jack when not in use. The circuit and battery are active until your cord is unplugged. Also, the ... 
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Keeley Compressor Introduction to the World’s Finest Compressor



Thank you for your purchase of the finest hand-built compressor on the market today. For years now the Keeley Compressor has been rated the highest in many “shoot-outs” and has replaced the compressors of many studio pros. Those familiar with the Ross or Dyna-Comp will be at home with this pedal..., but the quality parts and sweeping improvements make this compressor a unique, high caliber design. We use precision components to keep the sound quality as close to the original input as possible. Metal film capacitors now take the place of harsh sounding ceramic capacitors. Metal film 1% resistors, Teflon wire, and silver solder are used throughout. Film capacitors and resistors are used in the audio circuits of many high-end components because of their ability to recreate the fine details of music. Tantalum capacitors are used for filtering and stabilizing. In addition, your compressor has two significant, defining features. First, it has a true bypass switch: a 3PDT, the only way to get true bypass in a switch. It is an expensive choice, but it was made to ensure that you have no tone loss when the effect is off. You will even be able to use it in bypass mode when the battery goes dead. Try that with any of your other effects! Second, there is the Keeley signature blue LED that lets you know when your compressor is on or off. Feel free to experiment as the folks at Guitar Player’s Magazine did. In fact, the Keeley Compressor won the Editors’ Pick Award, where they compared it to thousand dollar rack mount studio compressors. The innovators at Little Dawg Records have even mastered tracks with it! Carefully! Read more about this application in the Sustain section. I hope you enjoy all the thoughtful features put into your new compressor. Input: Standard signal input connection. It is possible to connect this pedal to the output of your overdrive/distortion pedal. I think it sounds best if you go from your guitar into a tube-sounding distortion and then into the compressor. Experiment and find out what variation gives you the tone or effect you are looking for. Make sure to unplug this jack when not in use. The circuit and battery are active until your cord is unplugged. Also, the main chip in the compressor, the CA3080, is designed for lowlevel signals only. The compressor will not work as well in the effects loop of an amplifier or after a pre-amp.



Output: Connect this to the input of your amplifier. It is also possible to send this output to a variety of other effects. Please experiment with effect placement in your signal chain to find the sound that defines your playing. I like the compressor after the main overdrive but before pedals you would use for solos or lead boosts. If you need more information about effects placement, please refer to that section on the second page. Generally, the compressor will sound better in some places than others, and it’s up to you to find your sound. That said, I still recommend you read the section about effects placement on the following page.



Sustain: Internal Attack Trim: You can use this control to give a sustain effect The internally located Attack with almost no increase in noise or high freTrim can add further control quency loss. A great starting point is with the for shaping your tone: from control in the 9 O’clock position. This is a great traditional compressor sounds place to start experimenting if you want to run such as the Ross or Dynathe compressor all of the time as a tone/level Comp to unique settings that shaper. You can get a nice, full effect if you run you may dream up. Typically, a Position indicates an this control in the 12 O’clock position. I like OFF position. Turn fully counterclockwise setting, this position for lead playing. It brings out the this up for a longer as delivered, will provide attack time. note detail. It is also great for funk style playthe traditional attack. For ing. It compresses the notes you may play too humbucker equipped guitars, loud and expands the notes you play too softly. try rotating the trim clockwise If you run the control to the 3 O’clock position and increase the attack until the or greater, you can get a radical sustain effect. pickups respond accordingly. Although this position does have some slight increased noise, it allows you to get feedback Where is the best on demand. It is truly impressive to get a nice, placement in the singing feedback at low playing levels. This setting is great for country style chicken pick- effects chain for the Keeley Compressor? ing or jam-band style lead playing. The conventional place for compressors has Earlier I mentioned using the compressor as a been that it’s the very first thing after your mastering tool. Please observe these precautions: guitar. However, over the past couple years It has to be used in a way that is almost off! Set I have convinced players to try it after their the sustain to off and adjusting the input to the main overdrive. The reason for this is that your compressor so that there is no distortion and a transition from clean to your main overdrive minimal amount of noise during soft parts. This will be pretty smooth and pro-sounding. Most importantly, though, place it before any lead is critical. boost pedals such as the Java Boost. Do not place the compressor at the end of your chain or after Level: effects such as delay and echo; it will affect the Use this control to match the bypass mode performance in a negative way. So, an example signal with the effected signal. You can also use chain might be this: guitar>compressor> this as a volume boost during solos. It provides BD-2>TS9>Java Boost>Fuzz Head>chorus> the ability to overdrive your amp if you choose. delay>reverb>amp. Or you can try this: To use the compressor as a lead boost, simply guitar>BD-2>compressor>TS9> other lead turn the sustain all of the way down, and then boost pedals. use the level control to drive your amp into a Contact Information: sweet overdrive tone. Robert Keeley, BSEE [email protected] 1-405-341-2025 1-866-8-go-rkfx (Toll Free) www.rkfx.com & www.robertkeeley.com
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Renaissance Compressor 

sounds so great for drums and more! Character ... The value is in dB below 0dBFS (Full Scale digital). .... reduction around -6dB or more, the low end seems to fill out. .... It is supposed to be audible, or â€œwrongâ€� if you go strictly by the book
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Renaissance Compressor 

2. Renaissance Compressor is a classic warm compressor and expander, with a ... engaged, the Release controls acts as an overall scaling factor around which the ARC ... Factory presets set the following Renaissance Compressor parameters to ... compre
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Pancake Compressor Instruction manual 

Unattended operation of this product could result in per- sonal injury or property damage. To reduce the risk of fire, do not allow the compressor to operate unat-.
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compressor manual.indd - Diamond Pedals 

it provides make-up gain to compensate for overall loudness loss due to the resistive ... compression has been a desired form of compression in professional re-.Termes manquantsÂ :
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Compressor - JUN-AIR 

be due to pressure in the receiver, and the motor will then start automatically ...... installer le compresseur dans une armoire à moins qu'il y ait suffisamment ...
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jumpstarter with air compressor 

Do not allow the black and the red clamps to come in contact with each other. ...... Utilice el equipo sólo como se especifica en este manual. 9. ... No se debe permitir nunca a los niños estar en la zona de trabajo o utilizar este equipo. 10.
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DBX903 Compressor - Studio Vogue 

Model 903, the Over Easy compression characteristic provides a gradual increase in the ratio of gain .... (P.C. finger 9) and ground to prevent the audio signal from bleeding into this control port .... FROM WIPER hum y Â¢ k 862 a 1 PM' 5. R56â€œ ...
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D-Comp Compressor R-Comp Compressor - The Free Information 

internal gain to keep the sound through it at about the same level no matter what the actual signal level was. ... make the OTA happy in its role of .... unit, and with care in fitting parts into it, you can make a pedal which will stand up to the ri
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jumpstarter with air compressor - Winparts 

C Inflating hose and cover of the compartment for storing of the hose. FEATURES ... If splashed with battery acid: immediately wash effected areas such as face and particularly the eyes with clean water. Continue ... Fluorescent lights, cell phones. 
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compressor and magnetic clutch - caphector.com 

AC-42. -. AIR CONDITIONING. COMPRESSOR AND MAGNETIC CLUTCH. 1489 ... CHECK FOR LEAKAGE OF GREASE FROM CLUTCH ... the body ground.
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C COMPRESSOR MAINTENANCE FOR ... - shinny.co.uk 

Jul 21, 2000 - instructions could result in less effectiveness of the seat belt restraint system ...... grinder, enlarge the hole 2 mm toward the speaker (rear of the ...
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C COMPRESSOR MAINTENANCE FOR ... - shinny.co.uk 

Jul 21, 2000 - Recommended Maintenance Procedure For A/C Compressor Lubrication: 1. Turn off A/C and ...... instructions could result in less effectiveness of the seat belt restraint system in case of vehicle ...... 16.5 â€“ 24.7 Nâ€“m, (1.68 â€“ 2.5
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p0c2f (compressor limiter 522 - MUSIC Group 

dispositivo para evitar danos provocados pela terpidaÃ§Ã£o. 15. Desligue este dispositivo durante as trovoadas ou quando nÃ£o for utilizado durante longos perÃodos de tempo. 16. Qualquer tipo de reparaÃ§Ã£o deve ser sempre efectuado por pessoal qual
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Air Compressor Compresor de aire Compresseur d'air 

published Release # 02-108 concerning air compressor tank safety: Air compressor receiver ...... manuellement en tirant sur l'anneau. Si les fuites ne sont pas ...
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W10847598 - Embraco Wisemotio Linear Compressor 

ou pour modifier ou supprimer une adresse de courriel, consulter https://www.servicebench.com/. Compresseur linÃ©aire Embraco Wisemotion. Conditions de ...
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Dresser Le Roi Compair Air Compressor Manual 

Get free access to PDF Dresser Le Roi Compair Air Compressor Manual at our Ebook ... Here is the access Download Page of Dresser Le Roi Compair Air ...
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current relay for compressor dbid 21p78 
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dresser le roi compair air compressor manual pdf 

your visit fromdresser le roi compair air compressor manualPDF Ebook ... Weather Map Answer, Ecg Notes Interpretation And Management Guide, Educational ...
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content/500format/pdfs/documents/Bus Compressor 500 Module Recall Sheet 
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15406 08 compressors compressor maintenance libro inglese nccer dbid qt38 
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The Design of Helical Screw Compressor Rotors (an Efficient Screw 

The first is in a high efficiency system for the recovery of power from low temperature .... closed cycle system using light hydrocarbons as working fluids, as ...
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Run Length Encoding compressor program 8 bit ... - Popov Megamix 

This program and its source code are Public Domain. This program should be ... Author: atman%[email protected] (internet). 1@9651.
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Air Compressor Compresor de aire Compresseur d'air - Amazon Web ... 

Retirez les vis de fixation de la pompe (O) (une de chaque cÃ´tÃ©). 7. Glissez ...... corriente viva, partes en movimiento o fuentes de aire comprimido que podrÃan.
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dresser le roi compair air compressor manual pdf 

manual PDF, include : Earthquakes Helen Dwyer, Educating Evaluating And Selecting Living Kidney. Donors, and many other ebooks. We have made it easy for ...
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